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Four vertical padded handles for easy assistance.
Padded belt for patient comfort.
Non-slip inner belt lining.

The ErgoSafe® ErgoBelt® Plus combines the basic
principles of ergonomics into an extremely durable
and comfortable patient moving aid. With four large
padded handles and an adjustable buckle to employ
the proper fit, these transfer/gait belts are an ideal
solution to implement in your health care facility or
nursing home for safe patient handling.

Belt fits 29”- 49” (73.5 - 124.5 cm)

3100 ErgoBelt Plus
®

Use Instructions:
The ErgoBelt® Plus with it’s padded loop handles allows caregivers to assist, when needed, those patients who
can walk on their own but may need extra attention. It is not intended for patient lifting but may be used to assist in
transferring.

For proper buckling, be sure to first check that the straps are not twisted. Slide the buckle clip into the buckle lock
until securely fastened. To remove the belt, simply press the sides of the buckle clip together and slide outward.
It is important to always explain to the patient your plan to transfer and how the belt will assist. Fasten the buckle
to fit snugly around the patient’s torso. The belt can be used around the upper body, just under the arms or around
the waist. Ensure that the patient’s garments are not causing discomfort where the belt is applied and be aware that
clothing may ride up if the belt is not properly fitted.
Important Prior To Usage
This is only a guide, as alternative methods may be used for patient handling. We strongly recommend that your
facility administrator or risk manager review and approve all protocols used for safe patient handling. Prior to using
any equipment, be sure to check for signs of wear to ensure proper functionality. When using the ErgoBelt® Plus for
the first time, practice with a fellow caregiver until you have a level of comfort with the product.

Laundry Instructions:
The ErgoBelt® Plus can be machine-washed at 80°C/170°F. Line dry.

For more information on this and other ErgoSafe®
products visit www.ergosafe-products.com
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